Power consumption of an execution unit can be reduced by interchanging its two input operands. A dynamic operand interchange method using a hardware power estimator is proposed.
Introduction:
As the need for portable systems increases, low-power design become a very important issue these days. Design methods for low power can be divided into two categories depending on whether additional hardware controlling power is needed or not. Precomputation architecture [1] and guarded evaluation [2] require extra logics to control inputs to combinational logics. Methods in the other category deal with the trade-offs between area/delay and power. One of them is operand interchange [3, 4] which is based on the fact that positions of two inputs to an asymmetric execution unit affect power consumption of the unit. In [3] , they show that when two sequences, each for left or right operand, of input variables and typical values for the variables are given operand interchange can reduce power consumption.
In this letter, we show that operand interchange can also be done dynamically during execution of hardware and reduces power consumption considerably. An architecture controlling interchange is defined and an efficient way to decide the control logic based on the relation between sign bits and power consumption is proposed.
Architecture for operand interchange: An operand to an execution unit can to be stored in a register directly connected to the execution unit or in one of the registers in the register file with a mux in-between. In the former case, a modified architecture for operand interchange is shown in Fig. 1 . k-th operand values are denoted by I 1 (k) and I 2 (k). With I 1 (k) and I 2 (k) which are currently evaluated by the execution unit and I 1 (k+1) and I 2 (k+1) which will be evaluated at the next clock cycle, a mux control signal Change is generated to determine whether two operands are interchanged or not. Since Change and two operands are connected directly from synchronous elements to muxes, no glitch is produced by mux selection.
In the latter case, two additional muxes are needed at the inputs of register file and their outputs become I 1 (k) and I 2 (k), respectively. There can be glitches at the input of execution unit due to the delay of preexisting mux at the output of register file. A simple way to avoid them is inserting a buffer at the DFF output. In this architecture, however, inputs to the execution unit can contain glitches because path delays to a mux select and to a mux input are different. Glitches at the inputs increase switching activities in the execution unit drastically. Accordingly, we only concentrate on the former case in this letter.
The overhead of this architecture is that area, delay and power are increased due to the estimation logic, one DFF, and two muxes. To reduce the overhead, the estimation logic should be as small as possible compared to the execution unit. An efficient method to determine the estimation logic is described in the following.
Deciding estimation logic:
Estimation logic for operand interchange is a hardware power estimator.
It should determine as correctly as possible whether an interchange reduces power of execution unit from two current inputs and two next inputs. In [3] , average Hamming distance between two subsequent inputs is used, but its hardware calculator costs too high.
An efficient way is making use of only sign bits. In 2's complement representation, MSB's have the same value as a sign. Fig. 2 shows how average total switching activity in a 16-bit array multiplier changes according to the sign change. We fixed 8 bits as sign bits and generated inputs randomly. ++ → ++ in the x-axis means current sign bits for left and right operands are 0 and 0, and next sign bits are 0 and 0, respectively, and so on. With these results, we can perceive that power of the multiplier is reduced on an average by interchanging next two operand inputs when the four sign bits represent ++ → +− to become ++ → −+. Other such cases are for +− → −+, −+ → +−, and −− → +−. We experimented for all ranges of sign bit length and could see that switching activity can be reduced for the four cases in most ranges(Of course, the experiment cannot cover all conditions). The only exception is occurred for ++ → +− when sign bit length is shorter than 4 bits. Therefore, an estimation logic function f for the array multiplier is as follows:
, where s1 and s2 denote MSB's of left and right operands, respectively.
In the same way, we derived f BM for a Booth multiplier, which is the same as (1). There is no exception for the Booth multiplier.
Experimental results:
We experimented with five examples and each of them is synthesized by HYPER [5] with one multiplier allocated. They are converted to gate-level VHDL descriptions and simulated to measure switching activity. We used 200 real speech data samples as the test input to all the examples except DiffEq which has its own test input. Total switching activity for an array multiplier and a Booth multiplier is shown in Table 1 . Switching activity of the additional hardware is negligible compared with that of multipliers(about 0.25% for array and 0.01% for Booth). When the proposed additional circuit is included(dymanic), switching activity is reduced up to 29.6 %.
Switching activity is increased only for the Booth multiplier employed in DiffEq. This is because power estimation based only on sign bits is not correct enough for the input sequence to that multiplier.
We also compared the results with them of static operand interchange proposed in [3] (static).
They use average Hamming distance as a power metric. In seven cases out of ten cases, dynamic way is better. Though the power estimation based on sign bits is less accurate, we can interchange operand values at every clock cycle. Furthermore, we do not need to know actual input values to multipliers.
Conclusion:
We propose in this letter an architecture for dynamic operand interchange and a method to determine its power estimation logic based on sign bits. Dynamic operand interchange is better than conventional static way in that the interchange can be done at every clock cycle with minimum hardware overhead. We are devising a more efficient estimation logic.
